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CHEW Animal Clinic

8484 Walnut Hill
Dallas Texas 75231
Compassion . Hope . Education . Wellness
Daily, animals in our shelters are being moved to the “Red List”, otherwise known as the,
“euthanasia list”. Young, healthy, loving animals that are senselessly being killed simply
because there is no more space. Every day, shelters fill to capacity with an increasing
number of abandoned pets and strays that have been picked up by animal control officers.
This is no longer just a problem, this is an epidemic. Hundreds of rescues work daily to
help these innocent animals, however, due to the increasing cost in Veterinary care, they
are often forced to stop their intake. In addition, many families are unable to afford basic
vet care, sterilization and emergency care to their their companion animal(s).
Doodle Rock Rescue, a 501(c)3, was founded in March of 2017. We have grown rapidly,
not only in terms of the number of dogs we have successfully rescued, rehabilitated and
re-homed, but also in the number of avid followers. We have over 37,500 followers on
Facebook, 9,600 followers on Instagram, and last month, our website had over 80,000
(“unique”) visitors a month!
After careful planning and collaboration with other rescues and shelters to determine
current and future needs, we have secured a building that will soon be home to, “CHEW
Animal Clinic.” CHEW Animal Clinic, will open a full-service, nonprofit Veterinary
clinic, in Dallas. This property is in a great location (Walnut Hill & Greenville Avenue).
It will not only service the rescues who work daily to save these innocent animals, but
also provide Veterinary care to families who cannot afford the increasing Veterinary
costs. In addition, CHEW Animal Clinic will have outreach programs to the many rural
shelters, those with little to no expose - some of the highest euthanasia rates in the
Nation. Finally, we will focus on bringing awareness to the overpopulation in our state
and help prevent senseless euthanasia.
We need your help to make CHEW Animal Clinic possible. Due to the condition of the
2800sqft building, everything from the floor to the roof will have to be replaced. Office
supplies, a list of veterinary equipment and medicine is needed prior to opening our
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doors. In addition, we will need to hire two Vet Techs, an administrative staff and a full
time Veterinarian.
Behind CHEW Animal Clinic, there is an adjoining .7 acres. CHEW Animal Clinic will
hold community gatherings, which in turn, will only bring additional awareness to our
cause and your participation. In addition, inside the clinic, there will be a wall donated to
those who came together get CHEW Animal Clinic up and running (custom 3D plaques).
In addition, we will add your company’s link to our website and invite one representative
to our Grand opening/Ribbon Cutting!
Please consider partnering with us to create this much-needed clinic! We are available to
meet you on-site, provide architectural plans and/or answer any questions you have about
this project.

Thank you for your consideration,
Leigh Sendra

Leigh Sendra
President/Founder
rescue@doodlerockrescue.org
972-946-1011
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